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is Ryujin 3.0? What is the new Ryujin 3.0 paper like? Ryujin 3.0 Diagram
Download. Ryujin 3.0 - Japanese paper - Loon Box Origami Kits. Loon Box
Origami Kits - On sale for 70% off. A start-up company called IvyTech has
licensed technology from the University of Utah that lets farmers take a core
biopsy of a tree and harvest its unique genetic makeup, which can give clues
to the tree's disease and nutritional health. As part of the deal, IvyTech will
help the University of Utah with the basic research that will be required to
make the technology widely applicable. The cooperation is an example of
how the university is partnering with the private sector to develop technology
that can lead to local economic growth. The technology, called Tru-Cut, was
developed by Shaoul Shihab who works at the university's pharmacy school
and received a $6 million Department of Defense (DOD) grant to advance it.
IvyTech started working with Shihab about four years ago, with that funding,
to bring his technology to market. Many tree diseases are caused by
bacteria, fungi and viruses. The fungi are the primary cause of tree diseases
in the United States. As much as 80 percent of tree diseases have no cure.
"The goal is to see if there is a correlation between the tree's disease status
and whether or not a Tru-Cut core biopsy is successful," said IvyTech CEO
Mike McCoy. "We'd also look at the core biopsy to see how healthy the tree
is." In addition, IvyTech and the University of Utah hope their research will
lead to methods to help the university's horticulture department reduce a
disease it can't cure. The core biopsy is a method of taking a cross-section of
the tree, similar to a core biopsy of a human being. It involves a hollow drill
whose exit hole is smaller than a grain of rice.
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